DECEMBER 2008 BACCALEAUREATE STUDENTS GRADUATING WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION

THE STUDENTS LISTED BELOW WILL BE RECOGNIZED WITH THE FOLLOWING HONORS AT THE DECEMBER 2008 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. THESE STUDENTS GRADE POINT AVERAGES AS OF THE 4TH CLASS DAY REFLECTED THE REQUIRED GRADE POINT AVERAGE TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR LATIN HONORS AT COMMENCEMENT. PLEASE NOTE THAT THE CURRENT GRADES WILL NOT BE REFLECTED IN THIS RECOGNITION AT COMMENCEMENT, HOWEVER, THE FINAL LATIN HONOR POSTED TO THE ACADEMIC RECORD WILL REFLECT THE CURRENT SEMESTER GRADES. ADDITIONALLY, WE HAVE LISTED THE STUDENT WHOSE NAME HAS BEEN TURNED IN BY THEIR DEPARTMENT FOR ACADEMIC DISTINCTION.

CUM LAUDE

Holly Denise Ames
Paige Lynn Andrews
Jessica Montre Banfield
Shazan Baqa
Sara Michelle Barnett
Jennifer Gail Bennett
Patrick Travis Best
Tyler Austin Bielski
Brandi Nicole Bolton
Casey Dawn Brinlee
Hayley Lianne Britt
Corey Aaron Brown
Kathleen Marie Brown
Hana Christine Callaway
Natalie Jo Cinotto
Daniel Esteban Clayton
Gabriela Clemons
Leila Camille Clewis
Jenny Leigh Conner
Stephanie Marie Cordova
Heather Denyse Culberth
Brandon James Davis
Joshua Ryan Davis
Elizabeth Erin East
Anne Elizabeth Eaves
Jessica Ann Engh
Tawanna Brunae Evans
Kyle Adam Everett
Corey Andrew Ferguson
Yvonne C Flores

Shea Marie Francis
Jonathan Allen Gibbs
Joshua James Glasgow
Kaysie Mayfield Glazer
Andrea Marie Gonzalez
Amber Lee Griffith
Kaci Alice Hatch
Joy Rutherford Hogan
Sarah Lanette Hollins
Kindra Deann Johnson
Lauren Ashley Jureczki
Marie C Kellogg
Heather Diane Kirk
Lew Davis Lane Jr
Theresa Rene Loftin
Scott Caleb Martin
Jessica Nicole Matthews
Stefanie Elaine Meyer
Kari Denise Myrick
Kelli Jo Ogden
Tatsuya Okabe
Brooke Arlene Ondras
Jackie Ray Osteen
Vicki Lynn Palmer
Laura Lynn Perrella
Shannon A Pierce
Tara Dawn Pierce
Ryan Phillip Podrada
Kodie Marie Redler
Jennifer Renee Richter
Matthew Ruben Ritchey
Megan E Rodell

Danyel Marie Rodriguez
Robin Lorraine Rowley
Tiffany Renae Scott
Marvin Lynn Sefcik
Kathryn Davis Shepherd
Ashley Elizabeth Simpson
Melissa Susan Spano
Laura Spencer
Melissa Gayle Stricklin
Laura Twyman Sullivan
Lindsey Ann Swearingen
Jessica Pauline Talamantez
Michael James Tummins
Angela Marie Uchytil
April Lee Vincent
Lloyd Emmett Wells
Sarah Anne White
Jessica Nicole Wiley
Bonnie Stuart Wilson
Matthew A Wise
Matthew Wayne Woodard
Mark David Zalewski
Jessica Ashley Zissa

STUDENTS GRADUATING WITH HONORS LISTED ABOVE, WILL BE CORDED ON STAGE AT COMMENCEMENT. THE CORD IS PROVIDED BY SAM HOUSTON STATE UNIVERSITY.
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MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ashley Nicole Alexander
Kristopher James Baker
Covey Banks Barbee
Heather Belshe
Megan Renee Blackmon
Patricia Lynn Briscoe
Samantha Leigh Burke
Michael Layne Cally Jr
Iris Margarita Canales
Ricardo Castillo
Ashley Nicole Chalker
Rebecca Mae Clayden
Adrien Roxanne Cooper
Elizabeth Marie Cox
Jessica Craig
Ashley Yvette Cross
Megan Kathleen Davis
Justin Colbert Everett
Sharon Yvonne Fagan
Lauren Nicole Friede
Bonnie Rebecca Isbell
Ryan Kazimir Iwaniak
Jessica Christine Jenney
David Allen Jones Jr
Michelle Andrea Jones
Christine Jessica Keith
Virginia Ursula Kohl
Anthony S Lane
Sarah M Lisenbe
Molly Anne Mayer

Andrew Ryan Michon
Kari Ann Miller
James Eric Mingle
Eryn Marie Pendley
Malory Deanne Picard
John Junior Pietersma
Craig Douglas Poskus
Whitney Y Powell
Laurie Ann Raesz
Brent Charles Rahlwes
Caryn Jo Rasberry
Adam Joseph Reiling
Brittany Warren Richardson
Mandy Kayla Schmidt
Amanda Cathleen Seitz
Daniel Wayne Simons
Christine Marie Smart
Irina Sotnikova
Kathryn Cristine Straub
Tatiana N Thompson
Kyle Moses Trout
Maria B Trujillo
Erica Grace Watts
Sandra Irene Welch
Edward Steven Young

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Elizabeth Ann Adams
Jack Martin Batiste
Noel Ann Beelke
Ashley Marie Benedict
Jennah Kay Burleson
Emily Kay Butler
Tuesday Nicole Cavil
Amy Sharon Fancher
Meagan Kristine Hart
Haydee Maria Holiman
Brittany Lynn Johnson
William Evrett Keenen
Nathan Douglas Kibodeaux
Heather Frances Liner
Larry Anthony Lozier
Amber D McMin
Allison M Medlin
Ashton Michelle Mouton
Christine A Narum
Christina Leeann Norum
Emma Marie Quintero
Marrissa Antionette Rawlins
Scott Douglas Reilie
Magdelena Rico Lira
Chantel Linda Stewart
Stephanie Ann Thiberville
Jamie Katherine Wood
James Robert Wynn
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With Academic Distinction In:
No names have been submitted to the Registrar’s Office

HONORS/HONORS PROGRAM

HIGHEST HONORS/HONORS PROGRAM
STUDENTS GRADUATING FROM THE HONORS PROGRAM WILL ALSO BE RECOGNIZED AT COMMENCEMENT. HOWEVER, THOSE NAMES WERE NOT AVAILABLE AT THE TIME THIS LIST WAS COMPOSED.
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